GUARDIAN ANGELS

Many spiritual people on Earth today are aware that they have a guardian angel. Through some psychic or intuitive or ceremonial means they’ve been informed of a guardian angel watching over their daily and nightly experiences. Often psychically sensitive people—including children and teens—feel another person, subtle but powerful in a love/knowledge aura, around them. A very good friend of mine told me recently how she felt a guardian angel right behind her shoulder much of the time—a soft, tall, semi-electric presence who combined great love, wisdom and will.

As an intuitive, my friend often has thoughts, ideas and perceptions that come to her in moments of subconscious clarity—when her subconscious and normal thinking mind are relaxed, unemotional, detached and transparent so to speak. Sometimes these perceptions and feelings are her own higher self intelligence coming through. And sometimes it is her guardian angel anonymously creating thought/concept patterns in her mind where she will pick them up.

My friend often communicates with her guardian angel by thinking very clearly about a subject or situation. But she also often writes out her questions or situations and uses Prayer Angel Fire to send detailed communications to her guardian angel. She finds this method foolproof. She knows the communion with her guardian angel through astral letter writing is totally reliable and near perfect.

Guardian angels work close to the physical plane of Earth, and by virtue of their evolution and command over emotional/mental forces are able to assist you with all facets of your life. They can see you much more clearly than you can perceive them, but even their faculties are often lessened or dimmed by the psychic time/space relationship between Earth and the astral levels. Communicating with them reliably and with assurance becomes very important.

If you need a guardian angel, write to be assigned one. A large number of people are not sure if they have a guardian angel, and certainly wish there was one working so constantly and constructively in their life pattern. If you would like a guardian angel to work with you, please write an angel fire prayer to “Guardian Angels” and provide a synopsis of your life, your full name and address, important people in your life by name and address, relevant spiritual details—and ask for a guardian angel to be assigned to you. Assuredly, one or more will be asked to work with your life pattern for all good opportunities, and to protect you as much as possible from negative events.

Writing to Your Guardian Angel

Use the prayer help service to write directly to your guardian angel at any time you want specific help with any challenge, situation, new opportunity or any wish or desire that has a positive outcome. Guardian angels are well aware of this prayer service. And they will be grateful if you are using it to facilitate communication. Write your communication in appropriate detail (go to the writing your prayer link), or see the sample prayer letter. You can address it to “My Guardian Angel,” or any other appropriate greeting. Identify yourself
so the prayer angels who first receive your document can deliver it to your guardian angel very swiftly.

You may use this service as often as you are inspired or need.